The paper analyses role-based access control (RBAC) and two methodologies, namely SecureUML and UMLsec, aiming for designing RBAC policies. The features of both methodologies are represented and compared by modeling the specific system, with special attention to how RBAC policies and principles are modeled using SecureUML and UMLsec.
Introduction
In computer security, access control is the ability to permit or deny the use (access) of a particular system resource by a particular entity. Techniques on how access control can be modeled generally falls into two categories: discretionary and non-discretionary.
Discretionary access control (DAC) is an access control technique where the owner of object controls the permissions to access the object. In non-discretionary access control, called mandatory access control (MAC), permissions are handled by system, not the owner of object. Objects in these systems are assigned with security label which restrict who is allowed to access them. A label contains the required clearance level, which often ranges from unclassified to classified, secret, top secret, etc. Users of the system are assigned clearance levels.
DAC and MAC techniques existed as the only ones to describe access policies until 1992 when D.F.Ferraiolo and D.R.Kuhn separated the new technique in [3] . It was called the role-based access control (RBAC), and here the users are given the permissions to objects indirectly -through roles. RBAC is proved to be more flexible and powerful than MAC or DAC. The unified modeling language (UML) can be used to specify RBAC policies.
The main objective of this paper is the analysis of modeling languages and methodologies, which can be used to design RBAC mechanism of the system. Particularly, two security-aimed methodologies, UMLsec and SecureUML, and their general approach to RBAC are an object of research in this work. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the background of the work is explained. This section consists of general information about RBAC model. Section 3 and 4 contents are the two methodologies of secure system design, represented in this paper -UMLsec and SecureUML. Section 5 explains an important RBAC principleseparation of duty, while Section 6 focuses on RBAC policies in the specific system, and what decisions UMLsec and SecureUML methodologies can provide. Finally, conclusions are drawn in last section.
Role-based access control
In this work, RBAC is described as a method of regulating access to functions or operations of system by the roles of individual users. The principle scheme of RBAC is shown in Fig. 1 . The use of RBAC to manage user access control via permission assignment to roles within a single system or application is widely accepted as a best practice. Systems including FreeBSD, Solaris, Oracle DBMS and many others effectively implement some form of RBAC.
SecureUML
SecureUML [2, 5] is an extension of UML for specifying RBAC and other access control policies for actions on protected resources through the use of a security modeling language. The abstract syntax and semantics allow it to be combined with design modeling languages. This methodology is basically the language of RBAC extended with authorization constraints whose are expressed in Object Constraint Language (OCL). Fig. 2 shows the SecureUML metamodel in UML class diagram where metamodel types introduced in SecureUML are marked in lighter colour. This metamodel is defined as an extension of the UML metamodel. SecureUML introduces the new metamodel types User, Role and Permission. Relations between those types are defined as standard UML associations. Another type introduced in SecureUML is AuthorizationConstraint which uses standard UML core type Constraint to express a pre-condition for calls of operations of user-defined resource set. 
UMLsec
Another UML extension for secure systems development is UMLsec, introduced by Jan Jürjens in [4] . Here, the recurring security requirements, such as secrecy, integrity, authenticity etc., are offered as specification elements. Various kinds of UML diagrams are used to indicate possible vulnerabilities.
The UMLsec extension is given in a form of using the standard UML extension mechanisms, such as stereotypes, tags, and constraints; stereotypes with tags formulate the security requirements, while constraints give criteria whether the requirements are met by the system design, or not.
A central idea of the UMLsec extension is to define labels for UML model elements (stereotypes), which, when attached, add security-relevant information to these model elements [4] . Such a label is «rbac» stereotype, which will be explained in subsequent sections.
Separation of duty
In RBAC, separation of duty (SOD) constraints are used to enforce conflict of interest policies [1] . These constraints can be of two types: -Static SOD (SSD) -preventing conflicts of interests that arise when user gains permissions associated with conflicting roles, i.e. roles that cannot be assigned to the same user; -Dynamic SOD (DSD) -place restrictions on the roles that cannot be activated within the same user session.
The static and dynamic SOD constraints can also be placed on permissions or users rather than roles. Depending on the object that constraint is attached to, constraints are referred to SSD-Role, SSD-Permission or SSD-User constraints.
Modeling RBAC
To illustrate modeling opportunities of UMLsec and SecureUML, we use a simple brokerage corporation application as a system of specific RBAC policies. The system is used by various employees within their company to perform their duties, and one of the main policies of the company is that information resources should be protected from unauthorized access. The system RBAC policies are given below:
-Roles: {broker, accountant, consultant, customer service representative, internal auditor, broker department manager, customer service department manager}; -Permissions assigned to roles: -The broker can modify trade data, execute orders and confirm deals; -The accountant can generate reports; -The customer service representative can read information related to customers; -The consultant can perform select, insert, update and delete operations with customers' database; -The internal auditor has read-only access to all resources. -Hierarchical (roles) policies:
-The customer service department manager role is senior to the consultant and customer service representative roles; -The broker department manager role is senior to the broker and accountant roles. -SOD constraints:
-SSD constraints: -(broker department manager, customer service department manager); -(broker, consultant) -(accountant, customer service representative) -DSD constraints:
-(internal auditor, x), where x is any other role, meaning that the user cannot activate internal auditor role while being assigned to any other role in the same session. The full model of particular system is shown in Fig. 4 . Note that here new elements appear, namely module and moduleGroup. Generally, they extend resource element. The module is a conceptual system unit which uses the resources, such as database objects, files, and applications. The group of modules is a composition of such modules.
Modeling RBAC in UMLsec, one needs to know stereotype «rbac» and its tagged values:
-{protected} -for the states of activity diagram access to whose should be controlled;
-{role} -a pair of values of users assignments to roles; -{right} -a pair of values of rights given to roles. 
